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Zeno Clock

Price: $2,149.00 See Product Details

Free Shipping Lead Time: In Stock

Behold the natural beauty of this immaculately crafted wooden floor clock, the Zeno.

Details

Specifications

Impart contemporary elegance to the living room with the Zeno Oversized Wall Clock. This modern wall clock is
crafted from solid hickory with knots and natural edges for a rustic appearance, and it’s equipped with a metal
pendulum for visual interest.

This wall clock is crafted from solid hickory hardwood, which has natural distressing, knots, and edges. The
Natural Gray finish enhances the wood’s beauty and complements almost any interior décor. Each of these
clocks is slightly different due to the natural variations in the wood.

The wrought iron-dial of this unique wall clock has Roman numerals, hands, and hour markers done in a medium
charcoal finish. There’s also a pendulum disc and pediment done in the same medium charcoal finish, which has
silver undertones.

Although some features of this oversized wood wall clock are rustic, its proportions have a modern look to
update your space.

The intricate workmanship sets it apart, conveying a earthy sensibility that is unmatched in both transitional
and contemporary spaces. From the mesmerizing design to the intricate detailing, this clock is destined to be a



conversation starter.

Dimensions

82.25"H x 23"W x 14"D

Features

Quartz movement (requires one AA and two DD sized batteries)
Solid hickory hardwood with distressing, knots, and natural edges, all of which contribute to its one-of-a-kind
character and enduring appeal
Charcoal-finished metal accents with silver undertones that lend it a touch of modernity
Wrought-iron dial that boasts crisp Roman numerals and hour markers finished in medium charcoal with silver
undertones, along with the medium charcoal-finished hour and minute hands
A pendulum disc that swings behind the pediment, bearing medium charcoal with silver elements that
complement
Adjustable levelers that are situated under each corner

Materials

Hardwood
Metal

About Howard Miller

Founded in 1926 and still family-owned in its third generation, Howard Miller is the world’s leading clock
company and a respected brand name in fine specialty furnishings.
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